Living Life Fully
The Life Coaching Difference
The Coach

Each of us has our own path to follow in life, but
that does not mean we have to walk it alone.
Seek the help of a life coach, and you’ll gain
the support of someone who will empower you
and help you realize specific objectives as they
relate to your present and your future.
With the help of a life coach, you can:

The life coaching experience is challenging to
capture in words. Although many people hire a
coach to achieve goals or to break through barriers in their life, it is much more than that—life
coaching is really about self-care.
Essentially, a life coach can help you realize
what’s truly important to you and guide you in
creating a life that you love.
The life coaching experience allows you to get
out of your head, so to speak, and unite with
your heart. It’s an opportunity to take the time to
get to know yourself, and it allows you to reveal
your true self and your true goals in the presence
of a person that accepts and believes in you.

• Balance family, career and self-care;
• Create healthy and fulfilling relationships;
• Reduce stress and anxiety;
• Clarify your life values;
• Change beliefs that are limiting
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and success;
• Realize your life purpose.
Unlike a psychologist or clinical counsellor, a
life coach concentrates specifically on your present and future, rather than your past. Counsellors are also more likely to deal with clinical
issues like depression, mood disorders, healing
past traumas, etc. If you are not ready to move
forward in your life, due to factors in your past,
it may be worth seeking the help of a counsellor
first, and a life coach second.

Once you are ready, a life coach is dedicated
to building an alliance with you that honours
your unique talents and strengths. He or she is
there to challenge you through obstacles and
fears, to encourage you through new experiences and to celebrate with you in your successes.
A coach will:

• Listen intently;
• Ask meaningful questions;
• Offer tools for change;
• Expand and shift your perspectives;
• Create assignments and structures for
positive action.
The Commitment

Life coaching sessions, generally, take place once
a week over the phone or in person. The sessions may vary, but are usually 30 to 45 minutes
in length with e-mail support in between.
Though individual sessions are offered by
most coaches, weekly coaching sessions (usually
for a set package time, such as 12 weeks) are
the ideal in terms of keeping you focused and
accountable.
It is important, however, to find a coach that
will inspire and motivate you. Most life coaches
offer a free introductory session, which provides
you with a great opportunity to meet and learn
about their coaching style, and to ensure it is
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the right fit for you. At this meeting, be sure to ask about the coach’s
qualifications and experience.
Although life coaching courses and programs exist, there are currently
no regulations related to the profession, so follow your instincts. If the connection isn’t there, keep looking until you find a coach that best suits you.
The costs of coaching will vary depending on your needs and the
coach. The financial investment may feel like a stretch for some but, in
the end, most clients feel that the experience is worth much more than
what they paid for.
Just avoid choosing a life coach based on their fees and, instead, base
your decision on the person you feel most comfortable with. You are
more likely to achieve your goals and see results when you connect with
the coach and with his or her coaching style.
The Changes

Imagine living everyday to the fullest, where nothing is impossible. Imagine developing a greater sense of self and letting go of regrets and making
peace with your past.
You have what it takes to create a life you love, and a life coach can help
you realize your true potential as they guide you in the right direction.
Keep in mind that the most successful clients are the “coachable
clients.” If you are truly ready to make a change and just aren’t sure how
to begin, then you are more than likely on the right track and are quite
coachable.
Everyone can benefit from hiring a life coach (even a life coach needs
a coach sometimes!). Really, it’s an investment in yourself and in your
future. YM
Sue Dumais is a life coach, yoga therapist and the owner of Family Passages:
Mind Body Studio in Vancouver. Learn more at familypassages.ca.

Calling All Moms
Know someone who thinks
they can do it better?
No matter how hard a mother tries to
keep her home spotless, her children’s
meals healthy and her family happy,
things inevitably don’t always work out as planned. And as hard as Mom tries,
isn’t there always someone who thinks their way is better?
Critics of moms across BC get to put their money where their mouth is in
the hit TV series Crash Test Mommy. If you haven’t seen it already, here’s how it
works: Mom nominates a person in her life who is critical or clueless about what
it takes to do her job for the weekend. This person could be a spouse, family
member or best friend.
As Mom gets a well-deserved break in a swanky hotel with spa, her ‘crash test
mommy’ takes over. Relaxing with her feet up, Mom checks in via Web cam as
this person tends to the kids through meals, meltdowns and busy schedules.
“We often hear from moms that they want to be appreciated and they want
to be celebrated for the work they put in to keep their family happy and healthy,”
says the show’s producer Marni Segal. “When faced with constant criticism
from a spouse, family member or friend, it takes a strong person to stand up for
herself, and an even stronger one to ask for change.”
Says a mom from season three: “There have been some positive results from
the show that seem to be lasting. My [crash test mommy] husband doesn’t
tell me that I sit around all day anymore. He is helping out a lot more with the
kids…it was a great experience for the whole family, and I’m sure we’ll talk about
it for years to come.”
If you’re up for the challenge and want to nominate a crash test mommy of
your own, call 604.708.5749 or apply at crashtestmommy.tv. You are the ideal
mom or dad if you have two or more children and an outgoing or outspoken
personality.
To catch new episodes of Crash Test Mommy, tune into Slice network (channel
41 on Shaw) on Friday nights at 6pm and 9pm
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